Features:

• Full body construction (white finish)
• Access plate on back of the fixture for quick and easy wiring
• Easy access to lens through end of fixture
• Up to 79% lumen maintenance at 60,000 hours
• Driver standard with 0-10v dimming
• Wide distribution reflector
• Listings: UL and cUL Listed for damp locations. RoHS compliant, and luminaire complies with IESNA LM-79 and LM-80 standards.
• Suitable for ambient temperatures from -40°C to 50°C (-40°F to 122°F)*.

Benefits:

• Energy Saving compared to HID systems and fluorescent systems
• Exceptional color rendering
• High system efficacy up to 111 Lm/W
• Long LED Life

Technical Specifications:

Lumens: 20,098
Input Watts: 194
Lumens/Watt: 104
CCT/CRI: 5000K/85
Suggested Fluorescent Replacement: 4-Lamp T5HO; 6-Lamp T8
Suggested HID Replacement: 400
TM-21 Lumen Maintenance (60,000 hrs): >75%
Estimated L70 (hours): 77,000
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